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Novel Scaled Interpolating Basis 



Novel Scaled Interpolating Transformation 

• Reduction of degrees of freedom in the LF end.



• Space-time matrix tensor in new scaled interpolating dynamic 

• 𝑔𝑁 is equal to the Makowski space-time matrix  



Interpolating Poincare Operators



Scaled Interpolating Poincare Operators

• We don’t use superscript and subscript indices 
• Scaled interpolating Coordinates are not orthogonal
• To maintain the identity of the original interpolating 

coordinates

Number of operators = 6 , Kinematic operator => 3, Dynamic operators =>3   

Number of operators = 4 , Kinematic operator => 4, Dynamic operators =>0   

❑ Scaled interpolating basis does not produce



Infinitesimal Transformation Matrix

❑ Infinitesimal transformation matrix of scaled interpolating operators in the scaled interpolating basis 
 
e.g : 

❑ Valid for all interpolation angle



❑ Infinitesimal transformation matrix of scaled interpolating operators in the scaled interpolating basis coincide with 
the Infinitesimal transformation operators of rotation and boost operators in the standard basis

❑ Satisfy same Lie algebra 

Space-time matrix tensors are same 

Note:



Form Invariant Operators

❑ All other scaled interpolating operators in scaled interpolating Poincare matrix act similar way. 



▪ The operators are not produced by the scaled interpolating Poincare matrix , do not exhibit form 
invariant and they depend on the interpolation angle.  

Example:



• Scaled interpolating basis can define for all interpolation angle without any problem except the exact LF 
end or light-like region.

• Scaled interpolating basis produce scaled interpolating space time matrix tensor and scaled interpolating 
operators , they exhibit same form invariant with standard basis space-time matrix and Poincare operators 
including the Poincare algebra

Scaling process extract region of interpolating 
dynamic that has form invariant with standard 

instant form dynamic. 

What will happen exactly at the LF-end ?

Form invariant => Mathematical model is invariant , but physical system can be different in the region  



Original interpolating dynamic

Example:

𝛿 → 0 𝛿 →
𝜋

4

Dynamic operator 
Kinematic operator 

𝑥′+ = 𝑥+

𝑥′− =
(𝛽1)2

2
𝑥+ + 𝛽1𝑥1+ 𝑥−

𝑥′2 = 𝑥2

𝑥′1 = 𝛽1𝑥+ + 𝑥1



Example:
Time evolution parameter: 

At the light front, time evolution parameter coincide with one of the 
space parameter.  Reduced degrees of freedom 

❑ Scenario 1 ⇒  𝑥+ = 0
𝑥+

𝐶𝑜𝑠(2𝛿)
→ 𝑥𝑓

+   (Finite light-front time)

𝑥′𝑓
+= 𝑥𝑓

+

𝑥′1 = 𝐶𝑜𝑠ℎ 𝛽1 − 1 𝑥1

𝑥′2 = 𝑥2

Scaled interpolating dynamic at the Light-front (𝛿 → 𝜋/4) 

❑ Scenario 2 ⇒  𝑥+ ≠ 0 at LF-end

𝑥+

𝐶𝑜𝑠(2𝛿)
 →  ∞ (Infinite Light-front time)

𝑥′1= 𝑥1

𝑥′2 = 𝑥2

𝛽1 = 0 𝛽1 ≠ 0

𝑥′1 → ∞

𝑥′2 = 𝑥2

is  still a kinematic operator in the 
scaled light-front reduced coordinate 
system .

❑ We can build similar argument for the rest 
of the scaled interpolating operators



❑ Writing scaled interpolating basis in terms of light front coordinates  

𝑥𝑁 = 𝑄. 𝑥𝐿𝐹𝐷

𝑥′𝑁 = 𝑄. 𝑥′𝐿𝐹𝐷 = H. Λ Ƹ𝑠. 𝐻−1 𝑥𝑁

𝑥′𝐿𝐹𝐷 = 𝑄−1 H. Λ Ƹ𝑠. 𝐻−1  𝑄. 𝑥𝐿𝐹𝐷

Λ Ƹ𝑠 =Scaled interpolating operator

Example: In the light-front basis

1 0 0 0 0
θ2 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0

θ22

2
θ2 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1



Scaled interpolating basis of five-dimensional space –time (De Sitter Space)

De sitter radius

Space-time matrix is invariant

Space-time matrix tensor of scaled 
interpolating de-siter space

=ŋ𝑁



De Sitter Space-time 



Scaled interpolating de Sitter operators 

Number of homogenous operators => 10 ,
 Homogenous Kinematic  operator => 6, 
Homogenous  Dynamic operators =>4   

Number of homogenous operators => 7 ,
 Homogenous Kinematic  operator => 7, 
Homogenous  Dynamic operators =>0   



❑ Infinitesimal transformation matrix of scaled interpolating operators in the scaled interpolating basis of five-dimensional 
space 

 



❑ Infinitesimal transformation matrix of scaled homogenous interpolating operators in five-dimensional  scaled 
interpolating basis coincide with the standard five-dimensional Infinitesimal transformation operators in the 
standard de Sitter basis



❑ Scaled interpolating operators satisfy the same de  sitter Lie algebra

Scaling process extract region of interpolating dynamic that has form invariant with 
standard instant form dynamic even in the higher dimension. 



Contracting scaled interpolating de Sitter space-time

Homogenous scaled translation operators in five-dimensional space S0 (4,1) can be contracted to 
inhomogeneous scaled translation operators in Poincare space IS0(3,1)   

Infinitesimal translation operators in 
scaled interpolating basis



Conclusion

❑ Scaling process extract space-like region of interpolating dynamic that has form invariant with standard instant 
form dynamic. (Independent of the dimension) 

❑ Exactly at the LF-end, Scaled interpolating dynamics produce only kinematic operators mainly due to the 
reduction of degrees of freedom at the LF-end

Application 

Quantum correlation in the helicity amplitudes and magnifying  zero-mode   
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